Cambridge Audio Minx Xi
Price: $999

DIGITAL MUSIC SYSTEM

CUNNING LITTLE MINX

One compact (if impressively heavy) box to go at the heart of a modern
hi-fi system, with network streaming and amplification built right in.

I

f you’re starting from scratch with an
audio system, you’re in an enviable
position. Those with existing traditional
separates need to find some way to
connect their system with the new world of
online music, digital sources and perhaps
high-res audio. But with a clean slate, you
can get the latest technologies all bundled
together as efficiently as possible. Networking,
streaming from smart devices, online music
services — they’re all built into the Cambridge
Audio Minx Xi. The amplification is on board
as well. You just add speakers as a minimum,
additional sources if you wish. The key
questions, however, are how well it’s all implemented, and how easy it is to access all these
new-fangled digital hi-fi wonders.

EQUIPMENT

In this age where one-piece wireless speaker
systems reaching ever higher into hi-fi pricing
brackets, it’s tempting to think that’s all
you need. But those wireless speakers have
drawbacks — they’re generally limited in

power, and they’re nearly mono. Even if they
have stereo speakers on them, they’re so close
together that unless you stick your head right
between them, you’ll get no real stereo spread.
Real stereo requires real separation. The Xi
delivers that, and some decent power.
The Xi is smaller than separates — just
27cm wide and just 9cm high, our sample
finished in a stylish gloss white outer case
with black inset front and back panels. All
black is also available. It weighs a reassuringly
enormous amount for its size — nearly 6kg.
On the front panel are eight buttons plus a
turn-and-select knob, plus USB and minijack
inputs, a minijack headphone output, and the
power switch. Those eight buttons are marked
by icons, some obvious (play/pause, next/last
track), some less so (a pointing finger, an ‘M’
in a box). You also get a fullsize remote control
with these and additional controls, and there’s
also Cambridge Audio’s own control app,
StreamMagic, for Apple and Android devices.
Round the back are two pairs of analogue
RCA inputs, one each of optical and electrical

digital inputs, a second USB slot, Ethernet in,
and two slots that allow connection of two
dongles, one for Bluetooth, one for Wi-Fi
(including 802.11n). Both dongles come as
standard, so one might wonder if it wouldn’t
have been neater to build them in, particularly
as you’ll be reaching round the back to press
the activation button on the Bluetooth dongle.
But separate accessories do perhaps allow
future upgradability should, say, a better
Bluetooth dongle (see below) one day arrive.
As this is no mere source component but
also an amplifier, the back panel has speaker
terminals and a subwoofer out socket. The
speaker terminals are small banana sockets, so
bare wire can’t be used. Despite their size we
were able to push the plugs on our giant cables
into them without difficulty.
There are two obvious omissions on the
back panel — there is no USB-B input to play
music direct from a computer, and there is
no analogue or digital output, so the Minx Xi
can’t be used as a source and upgraded with
external amplification.
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TEST
PERFORMANCE

We connected the Xi to our network via
Ethernet, accepted the proffered firmware
upgrade, and downloaded the Stream Magic
app with no problems at all. Do get the app —
while the Xi could be used without the app, the
user experience would be entirely different.
We well recall the only recent past when
internet radio stations lists and shared network
folders could be navigated only by crouching
and scrolling their knob through hundreds of
stations or artists. Today a well-designed app
on a touchscreen device makes such knob
twiddling seem positively stone-aged. So if you
don’t have a suitable iOS or Android device,
we reckon it would be worth buying an iPod
touch just to enjoy the interface here. Certainly
for the purposes of this review, we’ll assume
everyone has the app control available.
Oddly, though, the downloadable manual
does the opposite, walking you through
each ability using the front-panel buttons
and knobs — we could find no guide for the
Stream Magic app other than an online video.
That left us rather stuck when we couldn’t, for
example, find pause or volume controls on the
iPhone version of the app (the iPhone’s own
voume controls didn’t work for this), nor how
to add songs to its Queue system.
Switching to the iPad version immediately
added the transport and volume controls to
the main screen. Volume control via the app
tends to ‘hop’ levels rather than fading, so we
found ourselves preferring to use the physical
remote for level tweaking, even though its own
buttons aren’t particularly well prioritised.
With the queuing, we soon discovered that
in fact we could add songs from networked
drives to the queue, but not songs on the
iPhone or iPad itself. Still, it could access our
iTunes playlists, so the first playback option —
streaming music on the device itself direct to
the Xi over the network — proved a success.
Full browsing options are offered, with alphabetical jumps to get you quickly through long
lists, and small album artwork displayed once
you’re down to track level.
Give the Minx Xi Ethernet
networking if you can;
otherwise attach the USB
dongle to connect by Wi-Fi
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Browsing networked
music folders via UPnP
was fabulously easy,
thanks to that queueing
system. Our NAS drive
of high-res audio was
located several rooms
distant to the Minx Xi,
but no matter — one tap
saw these marvelloussounding files appear on
the Xi’s four-line white
display and emerge gloriously from our connected
speakers. Martin Vatter’s
solo piano pieces from his
two ‘Klingbilder’ albums
sounded thrilling at
24-bit/88.2kHz — stable
as a rock, rich when reverberent, dynamic when
percussive. Our 24/96
version of The Carpenters
SPOT THE MINX: the Xi is a compact unit
‘Singles 1969-1981’ album
providing streaming and amplification —
floated by on a fluffy cloud
plug up additional sources or just add speakers
of dreamy deliciousness,
while the unlimited
it’s traditional Class A-B not digital D, with
24/96 remaster of McCartney’s ‘Every Night’
a decent toroidal transformer on board
had the right-channel snare cracking like a
(creating that aforementioned weight). This
whip on its first appearance. We’ve heard far
proved enough to drive our 6-ohm JBL studio
more substantial amplifiers fail to deliver the
monitors to impressive levels while maindynamics that were emerging from the Xi.
taining full grip on the DAC’s clarity.
It proved very format friendly, playing
It can certainly handle smaller bookshelf
AAC, AIFF, Apple Lossless, Ogg Vorbis, WAV
designs; we plugged it up to a small pair of
and WMA. Note it can play high-res to 96kHz
Quads, a medium pair of fine German T+A
but not beyond. We tried a 192k remaster of
standmounters, and also Cambridge’s own
Nelson Riddle and the Xi rendered the tracks
excellent 90dB-sensitive Aero 2 standmount
with excellent fidelity, at half their usual speed.
speakers, with which it makes a fine fit.
These high-res tracks were not passing
Having thereby established its audio
through the controlling smart device, of course
prowess, we returned to the Stream Magic app
— they route straight from NAS drive to the Xi,
to explore the variety of sources available on
and this impressive high-res performance is
the Xi. We should mention its 20 presets, to
testament to the quality of Cambridge Audio’s
which can be allocated either to internet radio
skills in digital-to-analogue conversion. The
stations or to specific streaming services.
DAC here is Wolfson’s WM8728, which in
Podcasts and internet radio are separately
itself has a slightly lower dynamic range and
listed — podcasts are unusually curated under
higher THD than some other DAC chips on
‘BBC’ or by subject in ‘BlogTalkRadio’. This
paper. But there’s more to a good DAC than
offers much but also excludes a great many
sticking an IC into its socket, and Cambridge’s
podcasts; there’s a ‘Personal Podcasts’ section,
implementation proved excellent, well suited
but we couldn’t see how to add or access any
to the amplification on offer. This is quoted
unlisted favourites.
at 40W per channel into eight ohms, and
Internet radio was well organised by
country or genre, and we particularly like
the ability to do a multi-filtered search — for
example, asking for only Australian stations
which broadcast at a higher bit-rate of 320k.
Five streaming services are listed for us here
in Australia. First is Aupeo! (their exclamation
mark), which offers a collection of streams
by theme (e.g. Rock/Women in Rock) or
mood (e.g. Relaxing/Relaxing World). We’ve
found control of Aupeo! glitchy on previous

products; here it worked perfectly and
although its streams are only at 124kbps VBR
MP3, it sounded only slightly fizzy. We let that
Relaxing World station play on for several
hours, but who knows — you may prefer the
Stressful Hip-Hop/Rap channel, such are the
joys of individualised internet content.
Live 365 is similar, curating a number of
free stations and others in a VIP folder; quality
was very low on some of these. It is possible
to subscribe to Live365 (US$5.95 a month
for ad-free), entering membership details via
stream-magic.com, where you register your
Minx Xi using a code found in its menus
under ‘Settings -> Register’.
MP3tunes is the third streaming service —
a cloud locker in which you can store music.
While you get a few gigabytes of storage for
free, there’s a subscription fee for more, and
we suspect its day has passed given that Google
Play’s Music service now lets you store 20,000
songs for free.
Pandora is here also, again accessed by
entering your subscription details at streammagic.com. Lastly there’s a direct link to
BBC iPlayer radio, which duplicates the BBC
section of the podcasts menu.
For many of these services, you might
prefer to use their superior dedicated apps
— Pandora’s own, perhaps TuneIn, or your
already downloaded favourite podcasts stored
under Apple’s own Podcast app. This you
can do by plugging up the supplied BT100
Bluetooth dongle, reaching round the back
to press the button (which is now underneath
the dongle, even harder to reach) and start

pairing, then connecting from your smart
device. (It would be rather easier if the ability
was internal and/or if it automatically became
pairable when you select Bluetooth input.)
Once connected, all worked well enough, but
it used the lowest codec available from our iOS
devices, the humble SBC. There’s the near-CDquality aptX codec available, but only if your
smartphone supports it; and Apple products
don’t. With our JBL speakers, the deficiencies
of the BT100’s SBC stream were all too clear —
an uncertainty and feel of instability, low-level
thunder-rolls of distortion in the left channel.
Elsewhere Cambridge has included a midway
256k AAC codec which Apple products can
use; without this we have to mark Bluetooth
as a weakness here — a poor version of what
the Xi can achieve via the network. Unless, of
course, you have an aptX smartphone.

VERDICT

If Bluetooth is a weakness, there is no shortage
of strengths, with this unit’s DAC conversion
and high quality amplification high on the list.
The Stream Magic app makes browsing and
playing from your home network a breeze
and, together with playing direct from a hard
drive connected to its USB input, this option
gave the Xi its best possible source material.
With this it proved able to do thrilling things,
driving even our thirsty big JBLs impressively,
and standmount designs even better. The Xi
stands a level above any mere mini system —
this is a true hi-fi unit loaded with new-media
abilities, delivering both a stylish system and
substantial musical output. Jez Ford

VERDICT

Cambridge Audio
Minx Xi
digital music system
Price: $999
•
•
•
•

Great DAC, and format friendly
Great amps for their rating
High-res streaming to 96k
Good app control

• No AAC Bluetooth codec
• No USB computer input
• No line out
TESTED WITH FIRMWARE: v266-b-553
INPUTS: 2 x analogue RCA stereo, 1 x
analogue minijack stereo, 1 x optical
digital, 1 x coaxial digital, 2 x USB, Ethernet
OUTPUTS: Speaker terminals, sub out,
headphones minijack
DAC: Wolfson WM8728 24-bit/96kHz
AUDIO FORMATS: WAV to 24-bit/96kHz,
FLAC to 24-bit/96kHz, Apple Lossless,
Microsoft Windows Media (to 320k),
MP3 (to 320k), AAC/HE AAC/AAC+ (to 320k),
OGG Vorbis
RATED POWER: 40W (<0.01% THD @ 1kHz,
<0.09% 20Hz-20kHz, into 8 ohms);
47W into 6 ohms, 55W into 4 ohms)
DIMENSIONS (whd): 270 x 90 x 285mm
WEIGHT: 5.8kg
WARRANTY: Two years
CONTACT: Synergy Audio
TELEPHONE: 03 9459 7474
WEB: www.synergyaudio.com
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